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Abstract We investigate the lateral displacement of electronic waves when partially and
totally reflected by a quaternionic potential. Following the analogy between Quantum
Mechanics and Optics, we introduce a refractive index for the complex and the pure quater-
nionic case. For incidence greater than the critical one (total reflection), the quaternionic
potentials amplify the lateral displacement found in the complex case. For incidence below
the critical angle, we find, in the quaternionic case, an additional shift. The analytical formula
found for the quaternionic lateral displacement gives the possibility to observe quantitative
and qualitative differences between the complex and quaternionic Goos–Hänchen shift.

1 Introduction

The Goos–Hänchen effect [1–3] is a well-known optical phenomenon regarding the lat-
eral displacement that an optical beam of a finite cross section undergoes when it is totally
reflected. In recent years, interesting applications are found in different areas like slow light
processes [4,5], nanophotonics [6–8], photonic crystals [9–11], and seismic waves [12].
Experimental evidences of lateral displacement, angular deviations, and oscillatory phenom-
ena due to the Goos–Hänchen shift are reported in [13–15]. For theoretical detailed reviews,
we refer the reader to the tutorials given in refs. [16,17].

Quantitative and qualitative differences between complex and quaternionic Quantum
Mechanics [18] had always been the main subject matter of many papers [19–34]. Such inves-
tigations surely contribute to motivate the worldwide community interested in the study of
quaternionic formulation of Classical and Quantum Theories. In particular, a recent study on
the analogy between quaternionic Quantum Mechanics and Optics [35] led to a quaternionic
formulation of the Snell law. As it happens in the complex case, where, for total reflection,
an additional phase appears in the reflection coefficient and generates the Goos–Hänchen
shift, also for the quaternionic case additional phases appear in the reflection coefficient and
create lateral displacements.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the analogy between Quantum Mechan-
ics and Optics, and it is important to understand the complex Goos–Hänchen shift. Since
quaternionic Optics is not a known topic and the introduction of the quaternionic Snell law is
short and pretty simple, for the convenience of the reader, in Sect. 3, we repeat the derivation
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of the quaternionic Snell law, thus making our exposition self-contained. In Sect. 4, we obtain
the quaternionic reflection coefficient. The study of the additional phases for the complex
and the pure quaternionic case is carried out in Sect. 5. The last section contains our final
considerations and suggestions of possible future investigations.

2 Analogy between Optics and Quantum Mechanics

The analogy between Optics and Quantum Mechanics [36] allows to obtain the Snell law
by analyzing the reflected and refracted waves for the planar (y, z) motion of a quantum
mechanical particle in the presence of a stratified potential,

V (z) = {
0 for z < 0 and V1 for z > 0

}
, (1)

whose discontinuity is for convenience of calculation fixed at z = 0. The solution of the
complex Schrödinger equation for z < 0 (region I) contains two waves, the incoming and
the reflected ones, see Fig. 1,

ψI (y, z) = exp[ i (py y + pz z)/h̄ ] + r exp[ i (py y − pz z)/h̄ ], (2)

where r is the reflection coefficient. For z > 0 (region II), the solution contains the transmitted
wave, see Fig. 1,

ψII (y, z) = t exp[ i (py y + qz z)/h̄ ], (3)

where t is the transmission coefficient. Note that due to the fact that the discontinuity is
along the z-axis, the momentum component perpendicular to this axis is not changed when
crossing the interface.

The reflection and transmission coefficients can then be obtained by imposing the conti-
nuity constraints to the wave function and its derivative. This yields to [36]

r = pz − qz
pz + qz

and t = 2 pz
pz + qz

. (4)

Region I represents the plane zone which is potential free. Consequently, from the Schrödinger
equation,

E ψI (y, z) = −
[

h̄
2

2m

(
∂yy + ∂zz

)
]

ψI (y, z), (5)

we then obtain the well-known momentum/energy relation,

p
2

y + p
2

z = p
2 = 2m E .

In region II, the presence of a potential, V1, implies

E ψII (y, z) = −
[

h̄
2

2m

(
∂yy + ∂zz

) − V1

]

ψII (y, z), (6)

from which we obtain the following momentum/energy relation

p
2

y + q
2

z = 2m (E − V1) =
(

1 − V1
E

)
p2 = n2 p2, (7)
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Fig. 1 Complex Goos–Hänchen shift. For the electronic reflected wave, a lateral displacement is found for
incidence angles greater than the critical one (total reflection). For incoming particles with energy E equal to
2 V1, the critical angle is π/4

where we have introduced the dimensionless quantity

n =
√

1 − V1
E

, (8)

playing the role of the refractive index of Optics [37,38]. Observing that pz = p cos θ and
qz = n p cos ϕ, see Fig. 1, from Eq.(7) we find

p2 sin2 θ + n2 p2 cos ϕ2 = n2 p2,

and consequently, we recover, for a quantum non-relativistic particle crossing the interface
between the free and the potential region, the well-known Snell law,

sin θ = n sin ϕ. (9)

2.1 The Goos–Hänchen shift

The Goos–Hänchen effect occurs when incident angles are bigger than the critical angle,

θcri = arcsin[ n ] = arcsin

[√
E − V1

E

]

. (10)

In order to calculate the lateral displacement, it is useful to rewrite the reflection coefficient
in terms of the incident angle θ ,

r = cos θ − n cos ϕ

cos θ + n cos ϕ
= cos θ −

√
n2 − sin2 θ

cos θ +
√
n2 − sin2 θ

. (11)

For incidence angle satisfying the constraint sin θ > n, the reflection coefficient becomes

r = exp
[− 2 i ψGH

]
, (12)
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where

ψGH = arctan

⎡

⎣

√
sin2 θ − n2

cos θ

⎤

⎦ (13)

is the phase, utilized by Artmann [2] to explain the Goos–Hänchen shift obtained for Trans-
verse Electric waves [1]. Let us briefly recall why the presence of such a phase in the reflection
coefficient implies a lateral displacement of the reflected particle. Let us first consider the
incoming particle whose phase is given by

φINC = ( py yINC + pz z ) / h̄ = p
(

sin θ yINC + cos θ z
)

/ h̄. (14)

For wave packet, the main contribution to the motion of the particle comes from the minimum
of such a phase [39]. By imposing a null derivative, we find

∂φINC

∂ θ
= 0 ⇒ yINC = tan θ z. (15)

For the reflected wave, when we are in the case of total reflection, the phase is given by

φREF = ( py yINC − pz z ) / h̄ − 2 ψGH = p
(

sin θ yREF − cos θ z
)

/ h̄ − 2 ψGH . (16)

Consequently, we find

∂φREF

∂ θ
= 0 ⇒ yINC = − tan θ z + 2 h̄

p cos θ

∂ψGH

∂ θ
. (17)

Thus, the beam is reflected with an angle equal to the incident one (reflection law) but is
laterally displaced. This lateral displacement, known as Goos–Hänchen shift, is given by

yGH = 2 h̄

p cos θ

∂ψGH

∂ θ
= 2 h̄ tan θ

p

√
sin2 θ − n2

. (18)

In Fig. 1, we illustrate this phenomenon for a potential V1 = E/2. In this case, the critical
angle is π/4. We conclude this section by observing that the infinity for critical incidence is
removed by using integral Fourier transforms [40–42].

3 The quaternionic Snell law

In the previous section, we have obtained the Snell law and the reflection coefficient for
planar motion in the presence of complex potentials. In this section, we show how the Snell
law is modified when we use a quaternionic potential in the Schrödinger equation. The
time-independent Schrödinger equation in the presence of a quaternionic potential,

h · V (z) = {
0 for z < 0 and i V1 + j V2 + k V3 for z > 0

}
,

is given by [18]

E ΨII (y, z) i =
[

− i
h̄

2

2m

(
∂yy + ∂zz

) + h · V
]

ΨII (y, z) = AH ΨII (y, z). (19)

Multiplying the previous equation from the left by the quaternionic anti-hermitian operator
AH , we get
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E
2
ΨII (y, z) = − A

2

H
ΨII (y, z)

=
[

h̄
4

4m2
(
∂yy + ∂zz

)2 − h̄
2

m
V1

(
∂yy + ∂zz

) + |V |2

]

ΨII (y, z).

This equation allows to obtain the momentum solution which represents the quaternionic
counterpart of qz , i.e.,

p
2

y + Q
2

z = 2m

(√
E2 − V

2

2 − V
2

3 − V1

)
, (20)

which characterizes the plane wave in the potential region,

exp[ i ( py y + Qz z) /h̄ ],
and the additional solution

p
2

y + Q̃
2

z = − 2m

(√
E2 − V

2

2 − V
2

3 + V1

)
(21)

which generates evanescent wave solutions,

exp[( i py y − |Q̃z | z) /h̄].
Before giving the explicit quaternionic solutions for the reflection coefficient and comparing
them with the complex case, let us now examine how the Snell law is modified by the new
momentum Qz . From Eq. (20), we find

p
2

y + Q
2

z =
⎛

⎝

√

1 − V
2

2 + V
2

3
E2 − V1

E

⎞

⎠ 2m E = N
2
p2. (22)

The presence of a quaternionic part in our potential generates the refractive index

N =

√√√√
√

1 − V
2

2 + V
2

3
E2 − V1

E
(23)

and consequently the new Snell law

sin θ = N sin φ. (24)

4 The reflection amplitudes for quaternionic potentials

To obtain the reflection amplitude, we have to impose the continuity of the wave function
and its derivative at the potential discontinuity z = 0. The quaternionic plane wave solutions
are given by [19–24]

ΨI (y, z) = {
exp[i pzz] + R exp[− i pzz] + j R̃ exp[pzz]

}
exp[i py y] (25)

in the free potential region (z < 0) and

ΨII (y, z) = {
(1 + j β) T exp[ i Qzz] + (α + j ) T̃ exp[− |Q̃z | z]

}
exp[i py y], (26)

where

α = i
(V2 + i V3)/E

1 + N 2 , β = − i
(V2 − i V3)/E

1 + N 2 ,
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in the potential region (z > 0). From the continuity equations of the pure quaternionic wave
functions and their derivative, we get

R̃ = β T + T̃ and pz R̃ = i β T Qz − T̃ |Q̃z |, (27)

from which we obtain

T̃ = i Qz − pz
|Q̃z | + pz

β T .

From the continuity equations of the complex wave functions and their derivative, we get

1 + R = T + α T̃ and 1 − R = Qz

pz
T + i

|Q̃z |
pz

α T̃ , (28)

from which we obtain

1 + R

1 − R
= pz + α pz T̃ /T

Qz + i α |Q̃z | T̃ /T
.

Finally,

R = ( pz − Qz )( |Q̃z | + pz ) + α β ( i Qz − pz)( pz − i |Q̃z | )
( pz + Qz)( |Q̃z | + pz ) + α β ( i Qz − pz )( pz + i |Q̃z | )

. (29)

5 The quaternionic Goos–Hänchen shift

In this section, we study the Goos–Hänchen shift in the presence of a pure quaternionic
potential. To compare the quaternionic shift with the standard complex one, we shall use the
same refractive index for the pure quaternionic and complex potentials, i.e.,

n2 = 1 − V1
E

=
√

1 − V
2

2 + V
2

3

E2 . (30)

This means that, for example, a complex potential with V1 = E/2 and a pure quaternionic

potential with
√
V 2 + V

2
3 = √

3 E/2 generates the same critical angle, θcri = π/4, see
Fig. 2.

Observing that, for a pure quaternionic potential,

α β = 1 − n2

1 + n2
,

the reflection coefficient of Eq. (29) can be rewritten as follows

R = ( 1 + n2 ) ( pz − Qz ) ( |Q̃z | + pz ) + ( 1 − n2 ) ( i Qz − pz ) ( pz − i |Q̃z | )
( 1 + n2 ) ( pz + Qz ) ( |Q̃z | + pz ) + ( 1 − n2 ) ( i Qz − pz ) ( pz + i |Q̃z | )

.

(31)

where

{
pz , Qz , |Q̃z |

} = p

{
cos θ ,

√
n2 − sin2 θ ,

√
n2 + sin2 θ

}
.
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Fig. 2 Quaternionic Goos–Hänchen shift. In the case of a pure quaternionic potential and an incoming

electronic wave with energy E equal to 2

√(
V

2

2 + V
2

3

)
/ 3 the critical angle is π/4, as the complex case

of Fig. 1. For pure quaternionic potential, a lateral displacement is also seen for incidence angles below the
critical one

The reflection coefficients for complex and pure quaternionic potentials generating the same
refractive index are plotted in Fig. 3, for refractive indexes corresponding to critical angles
of π/6 (a), π/4 (b), and π/3 (c). or sin θ > n, we have

Qz = i |Qz | = i p

√
sin2 θ − n2

and Eq. (31) becomes

R> = ( 1 + n
2
) ( pz − i |Qz | ) ( |Q̃z | + pz ) − ( 1 − n

2
) ( pz + |Qz | ) ( pz − i |Q̃z | )

( 1 + n2
) ( pz + i |Qz | ) ( |Q̃z | + pz ) − ( 1 − n2

) ( pz + |Qz | ) ( pz + i |Q̃z | )
.

(32)

As happens for the complex case, the particle is totally reflected, see Fig. 3, and the reflection
coefficient can be written in the following form

R> = exp[− 2 i ΨGH ] (33)

where

tan ΨGH = ( 1 + N
2
) |Qz | ( pz + |Q̃z | ) − ( 1 − N

2
) |Q̃z | ( pz + |Qz | )

( 1 + N 2
) pz ( pz + |Q̃z | ) − ( 1 − N 2

) pz ( pz + |Qz | )
(34)

The stationary phase method yields

y
[quat]
GH

= 2 h̄

p cos θ

∂ΨGH

∂ θ
. (35)

In Fig. 4, the adimensional Goos–Hänchen shift p yGH/h̄ is plotted for complex and pure
quaternionic potentials. The quantitative differences appear for incidence angles greater than
the critical one.

Qualitative differences appear for incidence below the critical angle, i.e., sin θ < n. In
this case, differently of what happens for the complex case where the reflection coefficient
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Reflection amplitudes. The complex (blue line), |r |, and quaternionic (red line), |R|, reflection ampli-
tudes are plotted as functions of the incident angle for different potentials chosen in order to obtain the same
critical angle for the complex and quaternionic case. In a, the critical angle is π/6, in b π/4, and in c π/3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 Goos–Hänchen shifts. The adimensional lateral displacement, p yGH / h̄, is plotted for complex (blue
line) and pure quaternionic (red line) potentials generating the same critical angle. Quaternionic potential
amplifies the effect for incidence greater than the critical one (total reflection). A new additional shift is seen
for quaternionic potentials for incidence below the critical one
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is real, the reflection coefficient is still a complex number,

R< = ∣∣ R<

∣∣ exp[ i (Φ
(num)

GH
− Φ

(den)

GH
], (36)

with

tan
[
Φ

(num)

GH

]
= ( 1 − n

2
) ( Qz + | Q̃z | ) pz

( 1 + n2
) ( pz − Qz ) ( |Q̃z | + pz ) − ( 1 − n2

) ( p2
z − Qz |Q̃z | )

(37)

and

tan
[
Φ

(den)

GH

]
= ( 1 − n

2
) ( Qz − | Q̃z | ) pz

( 1 + n2
) ( pz + Qz ) ( |Q̃z | + pz ) − ( 1 − n2

) ( p2
z + Qz |Q̃z | )

.

(38)

In the pure quaternionic case, a lateral displacement is thus present also for incidence below
the critical angle,

ỹ
[quat]

GH
= h̄

p cos θ

[
∂Φ

(den)

GH

∂ θ
− ∂Φ

(den)

GH

∂ θ

]

. (39)

This additional Goos–Hänchen shift is shown in the plots of Fig. 4.

6 Conclusions

Quantum Mechanics works very well, and Field Theory complements the prediction of
Quantum Mechanics in the case of creation and annihilation of particles. However, this does
not mean that it is impossible, in principle, to observe deviations from the complex Quantum
Mechanics. Adler was the first to write a book on quaternionic Quantum Mechanics [18] and,
starting from this milestone work, many papers investigated the possibility to find quantitative
and qualitative differences between the complex and the quaternionic formulation of Quantum
Mechanics. The analogy between Optics and Quantum Mechanics allows to propose, for
electronic waves, a well-known phenomenon in Optics known as Goos–Hänchen shift, i.e.,
the lateral displacement of light when it is totally reflected by the interface between two media
with different refractive indexes (the first one greater than the second one). In this paper, we
have compared the shift of electronic waves when reflected by complex and pure quaternionic
potentials. The analysis was done for complex and quaternionic potential generating the same
critical angles. Analytical expression was obtained for the lateral displacement of electronic
wave in the presence of pure quaternionic potentials. In the quaternionic case, the shift
for incidence angles greater than the critical one amplifies the effect found in the complex
case and presents a new phenomenon for incidence below the critical angle. The study was
done by using plane waves. A future proposed work could be the analysis of the phenomena
presented in this paper by using wave number distribution. This is usually done in the complex
case [40,41], and it is fundamental to remove the infinity at the critical incidence and the
discontinuity between the left and right regions, see Fig. 4. In the left region should appear the
phenomenon of angular deviations and in the right region the pure Goos–Hänchen shift [17].
The critical region should be characterized by the composite Goos–Hänchen shift [13,15,42].

In this paper, we have studied in detail the case of a pure quaternionic potential. The most
general quaternionic potential contains an additional complex part reproducing the standard
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predictions of complex Quantum Mechanics. The pure complex part leads to a lateral shift
for incidence greater than the critical one and the real part is responsible for the absorption
effect. In this case, the pure quaternionic part has to be treated as a perturbation with respect
to the complex one.

The possibility to propose an experiment to confirm or rule out quaternionic formulation
of Quantum Mechanics was one of the main interests in this field, see, for example, the
first proposals of ref. [43,44] investigating the effect of non-commutative phases and the
recent one using metamaterial [45]. The main contribution of this article was the lateral
displacements caused by the pure quaternionic before the critical angle. This effect, as well
as the standard Goos–Hänchen shift, is of the order of the wavelength of the incident field.
The idea for a possible proposal in testing quaternionic theories comes for the strict analogy
between Quantum Mechanics and Optics. The study presented in this article has an immediate
counterpart in the lateral shift of Transverse Electric waves. Material with a pure quaternionic
refractive index should reproduce the additional lateral shift before the critical angle. It is also
interesting to observe that extending the study of pure quaternionic material to Transverse
Magnetic waves, we could use the Weak Measurements interference technique [46] to amplify
such lateral displacements. In this view, the present work represents a preliminary study to
stimulate future investigations in Quantum Mechanics as well in Optics.
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